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Top 7 Networking Conversation Starter Tips 

 
 

 

Lean in…let’s be real here.  Networking events can sometimes feel like diving into a sea of 
unfamiliar faces, but fear not! With the right icebreakers, you'll be making connections in no time. 
Here are seven tried-and-true conversation starters to help break the ice: 
 
1. “What inspired you to get into this business?" - A great way to learn about someone's 
professional journey and what motivates them in their field. 
 
2. "How has your industry changed over the past few years, and how do you see it changing in the 
future?" - This question not only shows your interest in their expertise but also invites interesting 
discussions about industry trends. 
 
3. "What's a professional accomplishment you're particularly proud of?" - Encourages people to 
share their successes, which can create a more relaxed vibe to the conversation. 
 
4. "In your opinion, what's the most important skill to succeed in your industry?" - A thought-
provoking question that can lead to discussions about essential competencies and qualities. 
 
5. “Have you read any interesting business books or articles lately that you'd recommend?" - A 
great way to exchange knowledge and potentially discover valuable resources. 
 
6. "How do you approach networking events like this? Any tips?" - Acknowledging the context of 
the event and seeking advice can lead to honest conversations and even new tactics. 
 
7. "If you could collaborate with anyone in our industry, who would it be and why?" - Encourages 
aspirational thinking and reveals potential partnership opportunities. 
 
Use any of these questions to spark engaging conversations and create connections in the 
business world. It’s not always easy, but getting out there and listening, learning, and connecting 
is what it’s all about.  Happy networking! 
 


